COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Semester – I

1. GE2115  Computer Practice Laboratory – I
2. GE2116  Engineering Practices Laboratory
            Physics & Chemistry Laboratory I

Semester – II

1. GE2155  Computer Practice Laboratory – II
2. GS2165  Physics & Chemistry Laboratory – II
            ME2155  Computer Aided Drafting and Modeling Laboratory
3. EE2155  Electrical Circuits Laboratory
4. EC2155  Circuits and Devices Laboratory

Semester – III

1. CS2207  Digital Lab
2. CS2208  Data Structures Lab
3. CS2209  Object Oriented Programming Lab

Semester – IV

1. CS2257  Operating Systems Lab
2. CS2258  Data Base Management Systems Lab
3. CS2259  Microprocessors Lab

Semester – V

1. CS2307  Network Lab
2. CS2308  System Software Lab
3. CS2309  Java Lab

Semester – VI

1. CS2357  Object Oriented Analysis and Design Lab
2. GE2321  Communication Skills Lab
3. CS2358  Internet Programming Lab

Semester – VII

1. CS2405  Computer Graphics Lab
2. CS2406  Open Source Lab

Semester – VIII

1. CS2451  Project Work